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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a 2-week professional visit to language learning
centres in Europe. The visit confirmed that CUHK is correct in its efforts
to deve70p independent, mu7timedia 7anguage 7earning facilities such as the
HC, but that these facilities should also accommodate the other
second/foreign 7anguages taught at CUHK. Fi na 77 y the report recommends a
7anguage policy which has the academic specia7ists making the key decisions
on language and communication at the university.

INTRODUCTION

This paper reports on my two
week professional visit to language
learning facilities and multimedia
resource centres in France, the
United Kingdom, and the Republic of
Ireland, in October, 1992. I made
this trip at the suggestion of
Professor Charles Kao, Vice
Chancellor of The Chinese
University. I will also consider
the implications that this
professional visit has for
establishing a coherent language
policy at the University. However,
it must be noted that the primary
object ive of this profess iona1
visit was to familiarize myself
personally with the role and
function of these centres in order
to gain insight on how best to
organize and administer the
University's own self-access
language learning facility, the
Independent Learning Centre (ILC).
I wi 11 proceed by briefly
describing the institutions visited
and my discuss Hms wi th the ir
academic personnel. Based on these
observations anddiscussion~, I
will make some recommendations for
the ILC and general language policy
at the University.

SITE VISITS

1. L' f s.gace de 1angues
(B.P.I.), Centre Georges POIIRidou.
The first language facil ity I
visited was the L'Espace de 7angues
or language laboratory at the
B.P.I. This is considered to be
the biggest and busiest public
language learning resource in the
world. It is located in the
Pompidou Centre complex in the
heart of Paris. I made an
appo intment to see th is fac il i ty
and talk with one of the senior
staff of the B.P.I., Mr. Jean
Jouffret. From Mr. Jouffret I
learned that the language
laboratory caters to almost 50
languages from Albanian to Urdu,
but concentrates mainly on five
European languages French,
"American", English, German, and
Spanish.

The language laboratory is
located in a spacious open area
within a stunning piece of
architecture, which the Pompidou
Centre is. It comprises nearly
1000 m2 of space on the third floor
of the B. P. I . The language
laboratory consists of two separate
language learning facilities, both
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